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3. Cities and the impacts of climate change
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Continuous growth of GHG emissions
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Main risks of climate change

• Heat waves

• Heavy precipitations

• Accelerated sea level rise

• Inland & coastal foods

• Tropical cyclone activity

• Increase of droughts
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Local and global impacts

Climate change will have local
impacts:
● Natural disasters
● Freshwater availability
● Flooding
● Change in local climate...

But their sum may induce global
issues as well:
● International migrations
● Trade
● Availability and price of food
● ...
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Wide range of local impacts

Source: CDC-Climat, Onerc, Météo France, OCDE, Conservatoire du Littoral
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Climate change mainly worsens existing issues
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What are the specific risks for cities?
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Changes in local climate
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Urban heat island

Urban surface temperatures at 2 pm daytime and 2 am night time in Hong Kong.

Source: Yuguo Li
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Urban heat island

Example of the 2003 heat wave
in Paris

Temperature at 5am on an day
of August 2003

Source: CNRM, Meteo-France
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Sea level rise

Malé, Maldives
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Sea level rise

44% of global
population lives
near a coast
(UN Atlas 2010)
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The case of Dacca, Bangladesh

Source:  Dacca University & IPCC
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Some cities will face high fooding risks under +3°C
scenario

Source:  Josh Holder, Niko Kommenda and Jonathan
Watts, The Guardian, 2017

Rio de Janeiro Osaka
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Shanghai Miami
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Shanghai Miami
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Pressure on economic activities and international
trade

Source:  Hallegatte et al.,2013
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Pressure on economic activities and international
trade

Source:  Hallegatte et al.,2013

“Around 80% of global
trade by volume and over
70 %of global trade by
value are carried by sea
and are handled by ports
worldwide”

UNCTAD's Review of
Maritime Transport. 2015
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Heavy rainfall
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Heavy rainfall

● Risk of fooding depending on magnitude and on cities drainage
capacity (stress on existing infrastructure)

● Amplifcation of existing challenges if

– Large population living in low quality housing

– Lack of drainage infrastructure

● Indirect risks: Health issues due to lack of sanitation systems,
water treatment, sewage
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Water absorption is low in cities
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Pressure on land and disaster-prone areas

● The example of the Region PACA, France
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Pressure on land and disaster-prone areas

Flooding, Draguignan (France), 2010

● The example of the Region PACA, France

La catastrophe a touché des territoires rendus
vulnérables par une urbanisation croissante liée à
la pression démographique qui touche la zone
littorale. Il existe sur ces territoires aux capacités
limitées une « soif de construire » entretenue par
les propriétaires et les promoteurs et relayée par
les élus locaux.

Sénat, Commission « Inondations dans le
Var », 2010
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Is protection from disasters a luxury? 

● High- and low-income residential location and seismic risk
hazards in Bogota:

Source : Lall & Deichmann, 2012
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Informal settlements are highly vulnerable

Slums in Lagos, Nigeria
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Water provision

● Cities require a large amount of
water on a small territory

● Some with a rapid urban
population growth are expected
to know severe water stress
(North of India, for example)
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Other risks

● Migrations: Rural-urban
migrations may be
accelerated by climate change

● Tourism (ski resorts, ...)

● Forest fre and
suburbanization (California,
Portugal...)
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Cities as systems

Source: RATP
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Poor people are generally more vulnerable

Source: Hallegatte et al, 2016
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Poor people are generally more vulnerable

● Heat related casualties in New York City
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Conclusion on the impacts of climate change on cities

● Climate change will mostly worsen existing risks.

● Cities are vulnerable as they concentrate population in small
geographical areas and rely on networks. 

● Different cities are vulnerable to different impacts. Cities in
developing countries are likely to be more impacted by climate
change effects.

● There are large differences of vulnerability between people
within the same city.
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Climate change is a continuous process

Climate analogues in 2070, Hadley Centre Model, SRES A2 (After Hallegatte, Ambrosi,
Hourcade (2007))
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Climate change is a continuous process

Climate analogues in 2070, Meteo-France Model, SRES A2 (After Hallegatte, Ambrosi,
Hourcade (2007))

with uncertainties
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What can we do? 
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Reactive VS anticipative adaptation

● In New Orleans, the water has increased locally by 50cm during
XXth century

● After each food, defences were improved 
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Reactive VS anticipative adaptation

● In the Netherlands, sea level increased by 20cm during XXth

century (on average)

● After 1953 foods, risk managment process have been
implemented (Delta Commission, Delta Plan, Delta Work)
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Incremental VS Radical adaptation

● Incremental adaptation: anti-fooding infrastructures (but at
what cost?)

 

● Radical adaptation: forbid new construction in food prone
areas, displace cities?

Maeslantkering, Rotterdam Floating houses, Rotterdam
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Robust-decision making

● = Decision making framework under deep uncertainties

● Objective: robustness rather than optimality

● Example: the Thames barrier
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Robust-decision making
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« No regret » measures

● Climate change amplify
existing risks

● « No-regret » measures: the
effect of the policy is
benefcial even in a status quo

●  No-regret measures are not
suffcient alone
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Treating causes rather than symptoms

● Identify the socioeconomic
trends that lead to an increase
in vulnerability (independantly
of climate variations)

● Implement policies to stop
and/or reverse these trends
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Trade-offs between adaptation and mitigation

● In the absence of comprehensive
adaptation plans, adaptation will be
« spontaneous ».

● Spontaneous adaptation may involve
massive energy consumption:

– AC

– Artifcial snow in ski resorts

– Water desalinisation, etc.
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Conclusion on adaptation to climate change at the city
level

● Adaptation plans should be city-specifc + people-specifc

● We have to begin adaptation now: 50% of the infrastructures of
the cities of 2070 are not yet built.

● There can also be co-benefts in adaptation policies (exple:
parks...)
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4. Conclusion – Cities at the forefront of climate
change challenges
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Cities as actors of response against change

● As cities are large emitters of GHG, a shift toward low-emission
development require changes on urban systems 

● The impacts of climate change depend on the capacity of cities
to adapt

● Municipalities and metropolitan authorities are often the
relevant scale of action (transports, local adaptation...)

● Planning for Climate Change (Mitigation & Adaptation) is very
connected to good urban planning practices
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Incentives to take action (Ostrom, 2009)

● National states have low interest in reducing GHG emissions
(climate = public good and « tragedy of commons »)

● At the city scale, a different problem, as reducing GHG
emissions can be benefciary:

– Long term savings on energy spendings (building isolations,
public transit...)

– Co-benefts, quality of life
– Positive image, branding

● Example with the United States?
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Cities do take action
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Development of international city networks

● C40
● ICLEI / Local Governments for Sustainability
● United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG) 
● 100 Resilient Cities
● Compact of Mayors, Covenant of Mayors
● Asian Cities Climate Resilience Network (ACCRN)
● Networks of Regional Governments for Sustainable

Development (nrg4DS), R20
● Programs from UNISDR (disaster reduction policy), GFDRR

(reducing vulnerability to natural hazards), IDB, ADB
● Etc  ,etc
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Questions?Questions?

Contact: pfeiffer@centre-cired.frContact: pfeiffer@centre-cired.fr
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